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PRE-OWNED!
WHAT IS THE #1 SELLER IN POWERSPORTS?

There has been a lot of talk about
pre-owned powersports products
lately, but why? Consider this: there are
more than 700,000 new motorcycles and
ATVs sold in the U.S. every year… but did you
know there are nearly three times as many
used vehicles sold as well? This represents
more than $1.9 billion in unit sales each year!
Forget the talk and ask yourself, are you
getting your fair share of that business?
You can use the pre-owned market to grow
your business by attracting new customers,
differentiating yourself from your competition
and even using pre-owned to sell more new
units. With 27 years under its belt, NPA is the
leading wholesale channel for powersports
liquidation, becoming the preferred avenue
for banks, OEMs and dealers. A 15+ year
database of nearly $5 billion in transactions

important than margin and how access
to the latest prices and seasonality data
can be used to your advantage.
through five locations nationwide gives NPA a
unique, real-time perspective.
There are some tricks of the trade on how
money is made in a buy, why you can take every
trade no matter what, why turn times are more

WHY IS PRE-OWNED IMPORTANT?
MIC data shows there are more than 10.1 million
motorcycles in use by 9.2 million people, and
yet there are 18.6 million people who rode but
don't currently own a motorcycle! Simple math
see PRE-OWNED!continued on pg2
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By Jim Woodruff
As I took my seat on
my flight home from
AIMExpo I began to
watch as the other
passengers boarded. Each passenger had
their own reason for being on the flight, but
it helped everyone get closer to their goal.
After spending the last four days in meetings
with multiple OEMs, lenders, the MIC and
dealers across the country, this seemed to be
a fitting analogy for the motorcycle industry.
All of us in this industry have our own goals
and agendas but in order for all of us to reach
these milestones we need to come together as
an industry and focus on one goal: new riders!
The motorcycle industry has been working hard
the last few years to get everyone on board with
the goal of growing new riders and I am happy to
report that with what I experienced at AIMExpo
this year, we are boarding the plane!
It started with the Keynote, featuring Polaris
CEO Scott Wine and Harley-Davidson CEO Matt
Levatich. Not only did AIME and MIC get them
to share the stage but they both spoke about
how the industry needs to come together to
develop and grow the new rider base. This sent
a message to everyone at the show that two of
our biggest industry voices understand the void
we all currently face and are doing something
about it. Both speakers shared how they are
developing and investing in products and events
focused on first time riders. This shot confidence
and optimism into the veins of the show that we
as an industry are focused on the right direction.
Throughout the show I saw new products
targeting new riders, like the MIC’s RiDE initiative
and STACYC’s electric bike for kids. Everywhere I
looked there were great products and combined
with the advertising power of everyone together,
curious customers will have the opportunity to
experience riding through multiple platforms and
products. Buckle up because the motorcycle
industry has got everyone on board. Now it's
time to take off!
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shows that the pre-owned sector is vital to the
entire powersports ecosystem… pre-owned
is ideal for bringing riders into the sport, plus
a healthy used market is a critical path to a
healthy new market.
Some Other Salient Points to Consider:
• 70% of new Harley-Davidson buyers owned a
Harley in the past
• Strong used values support both loan values and
owner resale / trade values
• Used puts you in control of your inventory levels
• Unlimited supply, easier to keep fresh
• Used expands beyond core franchise
• Used offers higher margin than new – Unique /
differentiated product and control over product mix
• No franchise rules make it easier to
acquire and dispose of used units
• Plentiful P&A, F&I and service revenue
These points all add up to making used bikes
an ideal way to attract more customers
to both your brand and your dealership.
With pre-owned products you can attract
leads with desirable brands, unusual models
and a full range of price points. Don’t give
prospects a reason to look any where else!
The rules of engagement include having a
bike available for every budget. Also take every
trade, no matter what it is! If a customer wants to
trade a Goldwing for a Dresser, DO THE DEAL!
It will keep customers in the family… and in your
store. Remember “If you don’t take care of your
customers, someone else will!"
Taking in used units on trade serves as a
stepping stone for new customers. It also
enables you to attract other brands’ customers.
C out the local ads and turn used bike sellers
Into new bike buyers. There are other key
competitive advantages to used. Used vehicles
are not a commodity and they can't be price
shopped against every other dealer in the
country. They typically have a higher margin
than new units as well.
USING PRE-OWNED TO DRIVE NEW SALES
In a symbiotic situation, new and used sales
actually complement each other. A healthy
Franchise dealership should sell 1:1 Used:
New… or more! The key to this ratio is making
deals by making trades. Simply put, if a

customer wants to trade, take it! , ask for
trades even when they are not offered.
You can close deal gaps with trades.
Every pre-owned lead is a prospect for new,
so you should always present new as an option.
Having pre-owned inventory on hand shows a
willingness to take trades. A row of pre-owned
bikes serves as a great visual for seeing their
trade-in as part of the avenue to a new bike.
Promote “We Buy Bikes” to further help turn
sellers into buyers.

Bottom Line: Every used buyer is a future
new buyer!
Another rule of retailing is that you can't sell
from an empty shelf (or showroom, as the
case may be). First step is to stock the right
inventory. To make money, you have to
stock what buyers want, so use all available
sales data to optimize product selection.

MIC LAUNCHES MAJOR DIRECT-TO-CONS
RiDE is a new initiative designed to attract
younger customers to motorcycles. The
Motorcycle Industry Council and Feld
Entertainment — the global entertainment
company
that
runs
Monster
Energy
Supercross, Disney Live, Marvel Universe Live
and the Monster Jam series — are working
together to expand powersports.
“With RiDE, we’re going to reach beyond
motorcycle enthusiasts, taking our story to the
massive Monster Jam truck series audience,”
said MIC board member and Honda VP Chuck
Boderman. “We will be at 11 pit parties in
stadium venues from Anaheim to Nashville to

Foxboro, Massachusetts.”
MIC CEO Tim Buche added that RiDE
is about getting new riders interested
in swinging their legs over seats with
professional guidance from rider coaches.
"That's the best way to excite them and
knock down any perceived barriers to riding.
We know we need the next generations of
customers,” Buche said. “We always will."
RiDE programs are slated for eleven
cities, starting at Monster Jam truck
events. Audiences who are not primarily
traditional motorcycle enthusiasts will have
a hands-on experience. “We will have
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The five building blocks of pre-owned
success include:
1) Keep Inventory Current! Market demand and
seasonality can impact sales dramatically (NPA
Value GuideTM can help with what's hot... and
when). You also need to keep inventory fresh.
Remember that it’s just inventory so don’t
get emotionally attached! Establish a tiered
aging policy and monitor it religiously.
If something is collecting dust, it is costing you
money. Your customers and sales staff can
tell when things are moving - or not.
2) TAKE

EVERY TRADE!

This

can't

be

match the deal offered by some dealer two
states away. Be smart and use market data
to plan for seasons. Make the Pre-Owned
mantra known by promoting it in-store and
via external signage, advertisements, etc.
3) Have a Formal Appraisal Process.
A healthy appraisal process supports both
the financial and psychological aspects of a
deal. It also ensures consistency and limits
your financial risk. Trade value should be ACV
minus your other costs: Fees, prep, repairs,
freight, etc. Using NPA Value Guide is critical.
Be transparent and include the customer in
the appraisal process. Share the results and
rationale to show fairness and build trust.
4) Money is Made in the Buy! The money
is made in the buy because you control the
acquisition cost. Gross margin can be equal
to or better than new. Stock what you need,
when you need it! Unlike OEM mandated
minimums you control the mix and timing and
it is easy to liquidate: Change product at any
time you (or your customers) want. Promote
any way you want… and at any price!
5) Turn Time is More Important than
Margin! Don’t miss out by timing it wrong!
Seasonality is a very real factor and it is
clearly documented that there are faster turns
in spring, slower in fall. Turn times are critical,
but you have to think 60-90 days in the future.
The flip side is that another’s loss can be your
gain. Just like the stock market, buy low, sell
high by using all the available data. Turn times
are critical — 90-120 days max to retail, then
auction/ wholesale. Don’t be afraid to lose a
little so you don't lose a lot.

stressed enough. Most buyers already own a
motorcycle, so take every trade and close
more deals by making every prospect an
owner. Have a Retail / Wholesale strategy for
every unit… if you can't sell it at retail, auction it
off! NPA has the easiest, most effective
trade liquidation channel in the industry.
Additional benefits of taking trades is that
you control the price and the product mix.
No price shopping by consumers or having to

SUMER INITIATIVE

CONCLUSION
Pre-Owned is the #1 seller in powerports,
outselling new units by 3:1. It offers
dealers tremendous opportunities, flexibility
and the freedom to sell more products
your customers demand. More inventory
is readily available when you need it.
Unlike new product you control the cost,
timing and product mix. A couple of
caveats: control the process so you
control profits and maintain consistency.
Plus, data = better decisions and a
competitive edge. So the only question is:
Are you getting your fair share?

RIDE EFFORT W/ FELD ENTERTAINMENT®
AIMED AT NEW GENERATIONS, FAMILIES

dirt bikes and ATVs for a taste of all the fun,"
said Paul Vitrano, MIC chair and Polaris
Industries VP. "For little kids, we’ll have nonmotorized options."
RiDE will also utilize virtual reality technology.
Participants wearing VR headsets will climb
aboard motorcycles that are bolted down but
have the ability to rock, pivot and move. The VR
program will provide a sensation of what it’s like
to ride a motorcycle in a trail-riding environment.
The demographics of the Monster Jam
audience are ideal for the powersports
business. With an average household income
of $78,000, one third of them are 25-34 years

KEEPING KIDS ON 2
WHEELS

old, another third are 35-44 years old. Nearly
half of them are female and three-quarters of
them have children.
“Monster Jam events are just a beginning,”
said MIC director and NPA COO Jim
Woodruff. “When you think about it, there
are tremendous opportunities to share the
experience with others in between events.
It could be festivals, dealerships, maybe
even schools. The opportunity to share the
riding experience and get people excited
is unlimited.”
Stay tuned for a progress report when the
Monster Jam series kicks off in the spring.
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A big concern in our industry is where does the
next generation of riders come from? STACYC
(acronym taken from STAbility CYCle) cofounder and CTO Ryan Ragland thinks he has
found the answer. “We’ve engineered an electric
balance bike that has redefined the process of
getting kids proficient on two wheels," he says.
"The days of adding training wheels to a minimoto or bicycle for the 2-5 year old are over."
Not only do the little e-bikes encourage kids to
ride more often, they teach the critical element
of throttle control… something other balance
bikes overlook. "Your child can learn to push,
balance, and coast in the non-powered mode."
Graduate them to the powered mode as they
show proficient use and understanding of the
brake and the ability to coast and brake while
standing. Coasting eventually leads to constant
use of throttle and giggles."
STACYC's Dealer pilot program launched in
July 2017 and the response has proven that the
“idea” is more than just one dad's quest to build
the ultimate training tool for his two year old son.
"The skills kids learn on their STACYC translate
directly to bicycle and motorcycle riding, in turn
giving them more confidence in their riding and
a better chance at pursuing a lifelong, safer
lifestyle on two wheels," claims Ragland.
“Share the Love of Riding" is more than a
tagline. It is a mission and STACYC lives it every
day. STACYC was created to allow parents to
share their passion for riding with their kids in a
safe, active and exciting way that captures their
attention in a world of non-active distractions.
Share your passion for riding with your customers
and family and share this mission with us. Get a
look at the future here: stacycstabilitycycle.com
•
•
•
•
•

3 Speeds, Selectable by Parent
30-60 min Run and Charge Time
Quick Change Battery
Light Weight; Kid and Mom manageable
Low Stand-over Height; Kids can reach
the ground
• Ability to push bike as a standard balance
bike, has freewheel mode
• Develop skills early and safely for all two
wheel activities

NPA ON THE MOVE

OEMS OPT
FOR AIMEXPO

As AIMExpo continues to grow in both size and importance, the OEM level of
involvement has increased dramatically. North America's largest powersports
trade show kicked off its fifth year with a move from Orlando to Columbus
as nearly 500 exhibitors packed the Greater Columbus Convention Center,
including first time appearances by Harley-Davidson, Indian, and Slingshot,
and a keynote address by H-D CEO Matt Levatich and Polaris CEO Scott
Wine. In all, two dozen OEMs opted to participate and unveil 2018 product!
In the keynote address Matt Levatich underscored the necessity of building a
new generation of motorcycle enthusiasts, outlining Harley-Davidson’s new rider
training program. “Let’s not forget what an awesome thing riding is,” he said.
“We all love the hardware. Everyone is fixated on the hardware. But hardware
alone won’t cut it anymore.” Levatich said that the whole industry will have to do
as well at attracting new riders as it is at building motorcycles.
In addition to the keynote presentation, HDFS was the featured consignor for the
NPA live auction. “Their participation in this event will help to increase awareness,
visibility and participation from dealers, hopefully opening their eyes to the fact
that the top seller in powersports is pre-owned,” said NPA's COO Jim Woodruff.
Right after the keynote, Kawasaki took the green flag as the first of a long list
of new product presentations at AIMExpo. Not only did they release the retro
Z range of naked street bikes, the Green Team busted out a brand new fuelinjected KLX250 dual purpose bike. C out the MIC Snapshot on this page and
you will see that off-road and dual-sport are currently the only sectors that are
growing in new unit sales, which bodes well for the little thumper.
Yamaha was up next at
the AIMExpo Media Hub on
trade day, going even more
retro than Kawasaki. The
tuning fork folks focused on
the introduction of new 2018
Sport Heritage motorcycles.
Headlining the introduction
were the XSR700 and the
legendary SR400, celebrating
its 40th anniversary. The two
models were introduced under
the "Faster Sons" Philosophy,
which
respects
Yamaha's
iconic design and continued
evolution. A "big brother"
XSR900 was also introduced,
with Jeff Palhegyi Design's
custom 900 stealing the show!
BMW electrified the AIMExpo
audience by announcing their
"C evolution" electric scooter
will be coming to the U.S. this month and offering dealers demo rides in
Columbus. Seat of the pants research by unnamed NPA staffers confirms the
C evolution will reach 0-31 miles per hour in 2.8 seconds. It has a riding range
of 99 miles, with standard ABS, torque control assist, and reverse assist. In
addition to the e-scooter, BMW also showcased its G 310 R. This naked bike
is the brand's most affordable model. It is also the first bike in BMW's roadster
lineup under 500cc, resulting in a dynamic entry level option for new riders.
First-time AIMExpo exhibitor Indian didn't disappoint, introducing the Custom
Scout Bobber Series at the show. Providing an easily customizable platform
to work from, Keino Cycles, Kraus Motor Co., and skateboarding icon Steve
Caballero, in conjunction with Roland Sands Design, created three showstopping Bobbers to wow the Columbus crowds.
Side by Sides were also a big draw at AIMExpo with the CFMoto ZForce 1000
looking like it is ready for prime time, plus Yamaha's 4-passenger Wolverine,
a crop of updates to Kawasaki's MULE utility fleet, some "Pioneering" updates
for Honda and plenty over at the Polaris Pavilion. But the bigger news might
have been the debut of Cub Cadet's two new "UV" models.The Challenger™
550 and 750 are said to offer industry-leading standard features and limitless
customization opportunities.
Between Side by Side action, Harley and Indian's first appearance, the Media
Hub presentations inside and the outdoor demo rides, the OEMs definitely had a
welcome presence at AIMExpo. Dealers, and lucky consumers in the Columbus
area, had the holeshot on what 2018 new product is going to look like!

The retail sales numbers through
June 2017 are in, and they
indicate the market is still soft….
or is it? Although the Motorcycle
Industry Council (MIC) Flash Report shows motorcycle sales were
off 9.3% June and down 4.1% YTD, these numbers are only half
the story. Since 2007 - 2008, pre-owned motorcycle sales now
outsell new units 3:1. U.S. Dealers are currently selling $1.9 billion
a year in pre-owned units, so is the market down or simply shifting?
Although NPA specializes in pre-owned inventory, we felt it would be
beneficial to share this data with you (with MIC permission, of course).
Much more detailed figures, including make and model breakdowns
are available to MIC members, as are their comprehensive statistical
reports and surveys. Dealers can now become MIC members and
access to much of the same data as the OEMs, including reports like
this one. For more details on the benefits of MIC membership, go to:
membership.mic.org

JUNE 2017
2017
CURRENT

2016
PRIOR

SCOOTER

3,183

3, 343

-160

-4.8%

ON-HWY

35,556

40,542

-4,986

-12.3%

MOTORCYCLE

DUAL

4,101

4,145

-44

-1.1 %

MOTORCYCLE

OFF-HWY

7,183

7,126

57

0.8%

MOTORCYCLE

TOTAL

50,023

55,156

-5,133

- 9.3%

ATV

ATV

17,776

18,063

-287

-1.6 %

GRAND

TOTAL

67,799

73,219

-5,420

-7.4%

VEHICLE TYPE

GENERAL TYPE

MOTORCYCLE
MOTORCYCLE

UNIT
CHANGE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

2017 YEAR TO DATE (JUNE)
2017
CURRENT

2016
PRIOR

UNIT
CHANGE

PERCENTAGE
CHANGE

VEHICLE TYPE

GENERAL TYPE

MOTORCYCLE

SCOOTER

13,159

13,966

-807

- 5.8 %

MOTORCYCLE

ON-HWY

180,264

192,208

-11,944

- 6.2 %

MOTORCYCLE

DUAL

21,676

20,709

967

4.7%

MOTORCYCLE

OFF-HWY

44,818

44,219

599

1.4 %

MOTORCYCLE

TOTAL

259,917

271,102

-11,185

- 4.1%

ATV

ATV

96,948

102,733

-5,785

- 5.6 %

GRAND

TOTAL

356,865

373,835

-24,222

- 4.5 %

PRE-OWNED PURCHASING PROGRAM
With Wells Fargo Commercial Distribution Finance's (CDF) Pre-Owned
Purchasing Program, building your pre-owned inventory has never
been easier. This exciting new program rewards qualified dealers
with reduced financing rates on pre-owned inventory purchases
through NPA. Reduced rates will be based on tiered volume
categories of pre-owned purchases financed on a new or existing CDF
pre-owned line of credit.*
According to NPA COO Jim Woodruff "This new pre-owned program
from Wells offers an excellent opportunity for dealers to sell more
vehicles by stocking more inventory using healthy, cost effective
financing. Now dealers can sell more used by having more used on
their floor."
Program Details:
• 30 days interest-free on all purchases with a $25 per unit
transaction fee
• Up to 100% of auction purchase value
• Online processing, quick turnaround, and direct funding
• Eligible collateral: Motorcycles, ATVs, SXS, Scooters, Snowmobiles, 		
and PWCs not aged more than 10 years.
• Units must be in saleable condition and are subject to a $1,000.00 		
minimum transaction value per unit
• CDF pre-owned volume will be based on the following sources:
trade-in, used auction, and third party purchases
• Curtailments: 15% due at day 60, 10% due at day 180, 10% due at 		
day 270, 15% due at day 360, due in full at day 420
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USED MOTORCYCLE APPRAISAL FORM
YEAR

MAKE

Date:

MODEL

Miles:

Customer Name:

Color:

Address:

VIN

City:

Salvage Title:

Yes

No

State:

Payoff:

Yes

No

Plate #

Interested in Purchasing:

Payoff Amount:

License Exp Date:

Payoff Exp:

Lienholder:

Current Financing Status:
Pending
Approved

Zip:

Inspected By:

Missing Poor Good
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

COSMETICS

Tank - Dents, stickers, paint work, internal/external rust, corrosion
Fairings/Side Panels - Cracks, scuffs, scratches, stickers, paint work
Mirrors - Damaged, cracked, rust, corrosion
Seat - Cracked, weathered, aftermarket

ELECTRONICS/LIGHTS

Electronics - Instrument panel functions, no warning/maintenance lights
Lights - Functionality of all turn signals, brakelights, headlights, dash lights
Speedometer/Odometer - Works and lights up, works while driving

Date:

Excellent
4
4
4
4

Notes
___________
___________
___________
___________

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

___________
___________
___________

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

___________
___________
___________
___________

Engine Mechanical - Idles smooth/revs smooth, no back ﬁres or pops
Engine Cosmetic - Aftermarket parts, worn covers, corrosion
Drive Train - Chain, belt, and sprockets
Transmission/Clutch - Lever play, all gears, clutch
Cooling System - Fluid color? Fluid level? Signs of leaks at head or radiator?
Fluid Leaks - Fuel or oil leaks or weeping at seals?
Battery & Starter - Starter sounds normal, battery functions
Exhaust - Aftermarket, corrosion, scratched or boot marks?

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

OVERALL OPINION OF CONDITION

1

2

3

4

________

FRAME & SUSPENSION

Frame - Corrosion, modiﬁed, curb marks, VIN stamp visible
Handlebars & Steering - Straight while driving
Steering Stops - Look at stops for damage, bars turn equal in each direction
Tires - Inspect for cupping, cracks and wear Tread Depth - F_______ R_______
Wheels & Spokes - All spokes intact, wheels are straight, dents, dings, ﬂat spots
Forks - Straight? Leaking? Pitted lowers/uppers? Corrosion?
Controls & Grips - Hand and foot controls, throttle, levers, functioning? Worn?

BRAKES

Rotors - Excessive wear, grooves, overheating, warping?
Brake Master Cylinders - Leaks? Spongy? Hold pressure?
Brake Fluid - Fluid level and color? Low? Burnt? Old?
Brake Pads - Condition? 3/16 or more remaining?

ENGINE

Unknown

Notes: ________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

TRADE-IN
VALUE:

$

____________

GOOD
UNTIL:

____________

DEALER INTERNAL USE ONLY

Guide Value:

Mileage Deduction:

Trade-In Value:

NPA Value Range:

Recon / Other Costs:

ACV:

Projected Value/Seasonal
Adjustment In:

Inventory Plan:

30 Days

Auction As-Is

TOLL-FREE 1.888.292.5339
www.npauctions.com

60 Days

Recon & Auction

90 Days

Recon & Retail

